Abstract. Any transitive shift of finite type has a transitive constant-to-one extension which is not of finite type.
and a k = σ. Let A = a 1 · · · a k and B = b 1 b 2 · · · b n . A and B satisfy the following properties:
-Any finite concatenation of the blocks AB and B is a T -block.
-σ does not occur in B and b n does not occur in A, thus A and B cannot overlap.
-Let t ∈ T . If for some −|B| < i ≤ 0 it holds that t[i, i + |B| − 1] = B, then the index i is unique. The analogue holds for the block A.
Let Σ be a copy of Σ and fix a bijection f : Σ → Σ . We extend f to a map on blocks with all symbols in Σ, which we call again f , by f(u 1 · · · u n ) := f(u 1 ) · · · f(u n ).
Let C, D, E be T -blocks, t ∈ T and n ∈ Z. We say t n lies in the block D if for some n − |D| < i ≤ n it holds that t[i, i + |D| − 1] = D. We say t n lies in D within the context (C, E) if there is some n − |D| < i ≤ n such that t(−∞, i − 1] ends with C and t[i, ∞) begins with DE. Thus, if t n lies in D within the context (C, E), then t n lies in CDE.
Observe that the notion "t n lies in D" does not only mean that the nth symbol of t is a subblock of D but also that D is a subblock of t[n − |D| + 1, n + |D| − 1]. The same applies to the notion of "t n lies in D within the context (C, E)".
Case 1:
Case 2: If t 0 lies in A and, for some n ≥ 100, t 0 lies in
n ), then let Φ(t) 0 = t 0 . Case 3: If t 0 lies in A and, for some n ≥ 100, t 0 lies in AR(1)R(2) · · · R(n − 3)R(n − 2) within the context (B n , R(n − 1)R(n)), then let Φ(t) 0 = t 0 . Case 4: None of the above cases apply. Then let Φ(t) 0 = f (t 0 ).
By the non-overlapping properties of the blocks A and B the map Φ is well defined.
Fix d−1 copies of Σ, say Σ (i) , 1 ≤ i < d, and let Σ (0) = Σ. For each 1 ≤ i < d fix a bijection from Σ to Σ (i) , and denote the image of u ∈ Σ by u (i) . For u ∈ Σ we also write u (0) . We consider the symbols f (u) ∈ Σ (u ∈ Σ) appearing in points in the image of Φ as variables where f (u) can be replaced by any of the u (i) , 0 ≤ i < d, with the convention that u (0) = u. We do these replacements according to the following rules. (Recall that σ ∈ Σ is the last symbol in the block A and that σ does not occur in B.)
Let xwy be a block appearing in some point of Φ(T ), where x, y ∈ Σ and w is either the empty block or consists only of symbols in Σ. Then x = f (u) and
is allowed if and only if (u = σ and i = j) or (u = σ and j = i + 1 mod d).
Now we replace all those f (u) ∈ Σ in points of Φ(T ) according to the described rule. Observe that we get from each point y ∈ Φ(T ), which sees a symbol from Σ ,
, which does not see a symbol from Σ , will be fixed by the replacements. Thus we have assigned to each
Let π : S → T be the 1-block map which erases the superscripts, i.e. π(
Z is almost continuous (Claim 1 + 2), π is a factor map from S onto T (Claim 3), π is constantly d-to-1 (Claim 5), and S is transitive (Claim 6) and not a shift of finite type (Claim 7). Recall that 
(1)R(2)R(3) · · · denote the orbit of t with t(−∞, −1] = · · · BBB and t[0, ∞) = AR(1)R(2)R(3)
· · · , similarly · · · L(3)L(2)L(1)AB ∞ .
Claim 2. Let
D = T − {B ∞ , B ∞ AB ∞ , B ∞ AR(1)R(2)R(3) · · · , · · · L(3)L(2)L(1)AB ∞ }.
Then for all t ∈ D and all
Proof. Since D is shift invariant it suffices to prove the claim for k = 0. Let R be the shift of finite type in T in which all points are bi-infinite concatenations of the blocks AB and B. Then T − R is a subset of D. Let t ∈ T − R. Then there is m ≥ 0 such that t [−m, m] is not an R-block. Thus, if t 0 satisfies Case 1, Case 2 or Case 3, then for some n with n < m. Therefore Φ(t) 0 is determined by t [−n, n] for large enough n. Now let t ∈ R ∩ D. It remains to consider the case where Claim 1 does not apply. Then if t 0 lies in A we have that t lies in B ∞ AB ∞ , a contradiction. Thus t 0 lies in B. Since Claim 1 does not apply, t n lies in B for all n ≤ 0 or for all n ≥ 0. Assume that t n lies in B for all n ≤ 0 (the other case is similar). Let p be the least integer for which t p lies in A. Since t is not in the orbit
Claim 3. Let s ∈ Φ(t) for some t ∈ T . Then π(s) = t. Thus, since Φ(T ) is dense in S and π is continuous, π : S → T is an onto factor map.
Proof. s is obtained from Φ(t) by replacing the symbols f (u) ∈ Σ by some of the u (i) and leaving symbols from Σ fixed. s n ∈ {u (100), then Φ(t) n = f (t n ) ∈ Σ for some n. In fact, since t does not lie in the orbit B ∞ and the block B cannot overlap itself, there is some n such that t n does not lie in B. Therefore, Case 4 applies for t n . Now assume that, for some n, t n lies in L(99) · · · L(2)L(1)A within the context (L(100), B 100 ) (the other case is similar). Since t is not in the orbit
. By the maximality of k, Case 4 applies for t m and thus 
